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NB: Notation convention (again)
Whenever phonological glosses are provided, word boundaries are 
indicated with spaces, kanji-kanji boundaries with hyphens and 
kanji-hiragana boundaries by periods.

Opening remarks 1

As outlined within AWLL11’s Asian writing systems symposium, 
Japanese writing system (JWS) consists of:
 Morphographic 漢字 /kan-ji/ ‘Chinese characters’,
 Syllabographic 平仮名 /hira-ga-na/,
 Syllabographic 片仮名 /kata-ka-na/,
 Phonemic alphabet ローマ字 /rōma.ji/, and
 Arabic numerals 数字 /sū-ji/.

Generally referred to as 漢字かな交じり文
/kan-ji.kana.ma.jiri.bun/ ‘mixed kanji and kana writing’, 
standard orthographic conventions for contemporary JWS 
are to employ its multi-scripts in largely separate and 
complementary ways in representing the Japanese language 
in writing.

Opening remarks 2

Standard orthographic conventions generally functioning to:
(1) differentiate between content and functional words;
 Content = mainly kanji + katakana, but also hiragana + 

rōmaji
 Functional = predominately hiragana

(2) demarcate, to some extent, between lexical stratum
 Native-Japanese (NJ) = kanji, hiragana, kanji-hiragana
 Sino-Japanese (SJ) = kanji
 Foreign-Japanese (FJ) = katakana, but increasingly in 

rōmaji in some domains.
(Gottlieb 2008; Iwahara, Hatta & Maekawa 2003; Kess & Miyamoto 
1999; Igarashi 2007; Joyce 2011; Joyce, Hodošček & Nishina 2012; 
Joyce & Masuda (forthcoming); Joyce, Masuda & Ogawa 2014; 
Robertson 2015; Smith 1996; Smith & Schmidt 1996; Taylor & Park 
1995; Taylor & Taylor 2014; Tranter 2008).

Opening remarks 3

However, as also noted within symposium presentation, it is 
vital to distinguish between 正書法 /sei-sho-hō/ ‘orthography’ 
(lit. correct-write-way), in prescriptive sense, and 表記 /hyō-ki/ 
‘representation’ [express-record] sense.

Although standard orthographic conventions undeniably exert 
strong influences over how Japanese words are represented 
in written language, they are certainly far from inflexible rules.

makes for a potential flexibility of orthography on a scale which is 
inconceivable in the case of more familiar writing systems.

As Backhouse (1984: 220) has observed, JWS’s multi-scripts

Opening remarks 4

And, given that orthographic variation is so prevalent within 
JWS (as will be illustrated in next section), the notions of 
orthographic variation and orthographic conventions clearly 
warrant far greater attention than they have received to date.

Thus, seeking to develop a more complete account of these 
fundamental phenomenon, this presentation tenders some 
reflections on the motivating factors underlying a number of 
examples of non-conventional orthographic representation.

Our classification of motivations is still somewhat tentative in 
nature (ultimately, based on interferences and speculations), but, 
hopefully, it will suffice in illustrating the extremes of creative 
orthography within JWS, which fosters highly imaginative and 
innovative ways of orthographically representing language.
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Orthographic variation 1: Scale of phenomenon 1 

Joyce, Hodošček & Nishina (2012) extracted word lists from 
Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese (BCCWJ; 
Maekawa et al 2011) 
(Now corpus lexicon of database of Japanese lexical properties under 
ongoing development; i.e., Joyce, Hodošček & Masuda in press)

Also computed indices of orthographic variation
 Simple lemma (lexical entry) to orthographic forms ratio
 Ratios of single orthographic form

Short-unit words (SUW) [morphemes + simplex words] Ratios
Word class Lemmas OrthoBase Types/ Forms Single form
Nouns 99,229 141,649 0.70 0.77
Verbs 9,311 27,540 0.34 0.39
Adjectives (i-type) 779 3,061 0.25 0.22
Adverbs 3,050 7,078 0.43 0.35

Lower ratios for nouns related to corpus data + SUW lemmas

Orthographic variation 2: Scale of phenomenon 2 

Variation distributions for top 100 lemmas (SUWs + long-unit 
words (LUWs) = polymorphemic words) (Joyce et al 2012)

Orthographic variation 3: Corpus examples 1

Clearly, reality of JWS is for orthographic variation.
Indeed, corpus frequencies probably vastly underestimating! 

玉葱 /tama-negi/ ‘onions’
[SUW noun]

玉ねぎ 1,026 0.49

タマネギ 446 0.21

たまねぎ 345 0.17

玉葱 172 0.08

玉ネギ 94 0.05

2,087

洗濯物 /sen-taku-mono/
‘laundry’ [LUW noun]

洗濯物 622 0.90

せんたくもの 22 0.03

洗濯もの 22 0.03

洗たく物 15 0.02

洗濯モノ 4 0.01

せんたく物 2 0.00

洗濯もん 1 0.00

688

Orthographic variation 4: Corpus examples 2

申し訳無い /mō.shi.wake-na.i/  
‘no excuse’ [LUW i-adjective]

申し訳ない 1,157 0.82

申しわけない 217 0.15

申訳ない 16 0.01

申し訳無い 10 0.01

もうしわけない 2 0.00

申しわけ無い 1 0.00

申訳無い 1 0.00

1,404

御願いする /o-nega.i suru/
‘to ask (politely)’ [LUW verb]

お願いする 11,886 0.96

おねがいする 405 0.03

御願いする 70 0.01

お願する 27 0.00

お願ひする 10 0.00

12,398

Orthographic variation 5: Corpus examples 3

全然 zenzen not at all (-); entirely (+) [all-as such] [SUW adverb]

全然 4,869 0.83 全々 3 0.00

ぜんぜん 906 0.15 全っ然 2 0.00

ゼンゼン 34 0.01 ぜっんぜん 2 0.00

ぜーんぜん 27 0.00 ぜんぜ〜ん 1 0.00

ぜ〜んぜん 9 0.00 じぇんっじぇん 1 0.00

ぜんっぜん 7 0.00 ぜん〜ぜん 1 0.00

じぇんじぇん 3 0.00 5,865

Dominant kanji-orthography (despite slight trend towards 
hiragana for adverbs), but many of these kana variants 
indicating variant pronunciations with different nuances, such 
as lengthened vowel (ぜーんぜん /zēnzen/), or mock 
imitation of child pronunciation (じぇんっじぇん /jenjjen/).
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Motivating factors + examples 1: Classification

Towards comprehensive classification of orthographic variation
 Message context

Medium [handwritten vs. computer, private vs. public]
Audience [inclusive of age, genre, community]

 Script sensibilities
Kanji avoidance [non-jōyō, connotations, writing errors]
Sense/ nuance differentiation [both intra- + inter-script]
Author stylistics [both lexical and sentence levels]
Script associations [both intra- + inter-script]

 Creative orthography
Word play [from clichés to neologisms]
Graphic play [visual imagery]

Again stress that many (most?) examples involving multiple, 
overlapping motivations. 

Motivations 1: Message context 1

Medium: Not all writing shared with others or for public 
domains.  Anecdote: 語彙 /go-i/ ‘lexicon’/ 語い

Audience: Inclusive sense relating to age, genre, community
 Age: 教育漢字 /kyō-iku-kan-ji/ ‘education kanji’ divided by 

grade level, which is carefully controlled within textbooks.

Use of ルビ /rubi/ ruby 
characters, (aka 振り仮
名 /fu.ri.ga-na) for 
annotation glosses, is 
also extremely common 
in materials targeted for 
children.

Motivations 2: Message context 2

Audience: Inclusive sense relating to age, genre, community
 Genre: Igarashi’s (2007) analysis by script type of word lists 

extracted from different genre also serves to illustrate 
Newspapers and commercials at extremes in terms of kanji 
usage, with magazines falling in between, but with 
considerable variation within magazine range.

Script type All Newspapers TV commercials

Kanji 60.72% 72.33% 51.38%

Hiragana 20.51% 18.24% 20.51%

Katakana 12.69% 5.73% 17.35%

Alphabetic + numbers 6.09% 3.81% 10.80%

 Community: Nishimura (2003) describes script variation 
within computer-mediated communication forums, as aspect 
of community membership.

Motivations 3: Script sensibilities 1: Kanji avoidance 1

Second category of script sensibilities seeks to cover subtle 
ways in which script selection is integral aspect of message.  

Kanji avoidance: non-jōyō

処⽅箋受付
/sho-hō-sen-uke-tsuke/
prescription dispensing

Because 箋 /sen/ slip (of paper) is a 
complex kanji and was not a jōyō
kanji prior to the 2010 revision.

However, drug stores have not 
revised their signs, and the mixed 
script version is still the standard.

Motivations 4: Script sensibilities 2: Kanji avoidance 2

Kanji avoidance: Negative connotations
Prototype example of this motivation is probably
障害者 /shō-gai-sha/ [hinder-harm-person] disabled person
障がい者 to avoid negative connotations of 害 harm; injury

Image link within Quo-Life site
Job-change sites for disabled persons

Comparative introductions

Kanji avoidance: Writing errors
怪我 /kega/ injury - although not particular complex, and also 
jōyō kanji, errors are common enough that people frequently 
will write in kana, either けが or ケガ.
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Motivations 5: Script sensibilities 3: Sense/nuance 1

Easy example from Joyce, Hodošček & Nishina (2012), 
related to lemma treatment within BCCWJ project.

あう /au/

Lemma Ortho-Base Meanings

合う
あう fit, match, agree with, be correct

合う fit, match, agree with, be correct

会う

あう meet, encounter

会う meet, encounter

逢う meet, encounter (date or tryst nuance)

遭う meet, encounter (undesirable nuance)

遇う meet, encounter (unexpected nuance)

Motivations 6: Script sensibilities 4: Sense/nuance 2

Another interesting example is ゲスい /kesu-i/ ‘sleazy; vulgar; 
low-life; shabby’, which is a katakana + hiragana mix, with 
hiragana as inflectional element to the katakana base.

This was included on 2016 list of 10 best new words, 
prompted by Sanseido, major Japanese publisher, especially 
of dictionaries

[http://dictionary.sanseido-publ.co.jp/topic/shingo2016/2016Best10.html]

However, actually 3 kanji alternatives for /gesu/

下種 下
down, 
sub,

inferior

+

種 species; kind; class; variety; seed

下衆 衆 masses; great numbers; multitude; populace

下司 司 director; official; govt office; rule; administer

Motivations 7: Script sensibilities 4: Author stylistics

Lexical: Especially common within literary domains.
20th-century poet Fuyue Anzai example (multi-layered): 
Rather than 蝶々 or ちょうちょう /chōchō/ butterfly 
represents as てふてふ - a classical transcription (modern 
correspondence /tefutefu/), to emphasize nuances of frail 
fluttering (Gardner, 2006 cited in Robertson, 2015)

Sentence-level balance: Speech bubble with advertisement 
(Joyce & Masuda 2016)

Q. torēningu puroguramu ga
mechamecha kitsui daro?
Q. the training programs are  
excessively hard, right?

Q. トレーニングプログラムが
目茶目茶キツイだろ?目茶目茶 mechamecha

excessively is more frequently 
in kana, but with both FJ 
torēningu puroguramu and NJ 
kitsui in katakana, kanji script 
clearly to balance for visual 
distinctiveness

Iwahara, Hatta & Maehara’s (2003) study investigated 
emotional semantic information, glossed as “similar things 
generated by the Japanese script type” (p. 394).

Experiment 1-A obtained word associations from 75 
undergraduates regarding kanji, hiragana, and katakana.

After shown page with 15 examples of each script, instructed
“please write down an many words (adjectives and nouns) as 
possible which come up when you hear the word Kanji (Hiragana, 
Katakana) until I say stop”

Kanji 350 associations (51 nouns and 77 adjectives)

Hiragana 303 associations (28 nouns and 69 adjectives)

Katakana 207 associations (43 nouns and 56 adjectives)

Motivations 8: Script sensibilities 5: Script associations 1

Iwahara et al.’s (2003) Table 1: Top word associations for 3 scripts

Kanji (top seven)
Adjective: hard (37), difficult (37), intellectual (12), vigorous (8), old (8), 
masculine (6), formal (5)
Noun: meaning (10), Chinese (9), China (15), stamp (5), calligraphy (13), 
tomb stone (5), surname (5)

Hiragana (top ten)
Adjective: soft (26), round (25), tender (18), simple (17), childish (5), 
feminine (12), lovely (14)
Noun: infant (6), school children (9), playing cards (7), picture book (7), 
pencil (4), Japan (6), curve (4)

Katakana (top seven)
Adjective: angular (11), hard (12), cold (6), simple (4), new (4), sharp (4), 
inorganic (4)
Noun: foreign word (8), foreign country (7), foreign language (18), 
foreigner (4), telegram (4), old days (4), horizontal writing (5)

Motivations 9: Script sensibilities 6: Script associations 2

Robertson’s (2015) compilation of associations ascribed to each 
script (Table 1, p. 207) 

Hiragana feminine, soft, smooth, round, tender, simple, childish, 
lovely, unmarked, intimate, private, nice, elegant, poetic, 
Japanese

Katakana novel, foreign, imitative, emphasizing, hard, simple, 
inorganic, fake, marked, young, male, futuristic,
neutral, sharp, fresh, jarring, precise, angular

Kanji scientific, rigid, elite, masculine, formal, hard, difficult, 
intellectual, conspicuous, learned, visual, adult, Chinese,
substantial, Japanese

Rōmaji prestigious, global, decorative, international, eye-
catching, symbolic, cool, sophisticated

Motivations 10: Script sensibilities 7: Associations 3
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Motivations 12: Script sensibilities 9: Associations 5

Appropriate point to echo point that so many examples 
involving multiple motivations.

And, as most of the remaining examples come from the world 
of advertising, it is pertinent to acknowledge Iwahara et al.’s 
(2003) apt observation that,

The choice of script type is one of the most important factors in 
marketing Japanese consumer commodities.

Motivations 11: Script sensibilities 8: Associations 4

Example of non-jōyō kanji 鰹 in 鰹節 /katsuo-bushi/ sliced 
dried bonito, ingredient of だし /dashi/ soup stock, with this 
station platform billboard to emphasize Japanese tradition.

Yet, ヤマキ /yamaki/ company name in katakana!! 

Motivations 12: Creative orthography 1: Word-play

Clichés: One fairly common word play (especially as a 
restaurant name), is 春夏冬 for 商い /akina.i/ business.

春 /haru/ spring Comparing to the 3 in this 
word play,
“autumn is missing”
秋 + ない /nai/ not becomes 
homophone pun

夏 /natsu/ summer

秋 /aki/ autumn

冬 /fuyu/ winter

Neologisms: ラーメン /rāmen/ noodles is most common 
representation, but there is also kanji representation of 拉麺, 
which is relatively rare.

麺’sクラブ
men’s club Pun names for noodle shops

麺の倶楽部

倶楽部 is 当て字 /a.te.ji/ kanji used as a phonetic symbol, but also 
semantically motivated as ‘together’ + ‘fun’ + ‘place’

Motivations 13: Creative orthography 2: Graphic play 1

Recent ad campaign for Bitter Lime (cocktail band name)
Phrase stressing that it is not sweet 甘くない /ama.kunai/, but 
final /a/ in /ama.kunai/ which elongated for effect.

Also ビター /bitā/ bitter (FJ) takes な /na/ as adjectival link to 
タイム /taimu/ time.

Motivations 14: Creative orthography 3: Graphic play 2 Motivations 15: Creative orthography 4: Graphic play 3
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Motivations 15: Creative orthography 4: Graphic play 3 Motivations 15: Creative orthography 4: Graphic play 3

/zeroichi/

Motivations 15: Creative orthography 4: Graphic play 3

零
/rei/ zero

Not normally 
read as /zero/, 
but being 
combined with 
ICHI to also 
represent 
brand name!

Motivations 16: Creative orthography 4: Graphic play 3

Motivations 16: Creative orthography 4: Graphic play 3 Motivations 16: Creative orthography 4: Graphic play 3

巨大立体迷路 /kyo-dai rit-tai mei-ro/ hugh 3D maze
デッ海 evokes でっかい /dekkai/ hugh, but /kai/ element 
is represented with 海 with SJ /kai/, but NJ /umi/?

New attraction with Sea Paradise in Yokohama
Also, rather than Grand OpenデッカくOPEN
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Motivations 17: Creative orthography 5: Graphic play 4

梟
/fukurō/ owl 

月
/getsu/ moon, but inner strokes replaced with IPA  

Motivations 18: Creative orthography 6: Graphic play 5

旅する /tabi suru/ to travel

Concluding remarks

Evolved over a long history, JWS’s mixture of scripts 
effectively serves to;

- differentiate between content and grammatical elements,
- generally distinguish between its main lexical stratum.

Accordingly, studying the multiple scripts of the JWS can 
potentially provide key insights concerning the complex 
interrelationships between semantics, phonology and 
orthography, that are foundational to more adequately 
understanding writing systems!

Perhaps even more importantly, it also seems to foster highly 
imaginative and innovative ways of orthographically-
representing language.

Writing in Japanese involves making script selections that, 
arguably, promote a unique awareness of written language.

Thank you for your kind attention

ご清聴ありがとうございます


